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9.1.12 Production,
Performance, and Exhibition
of Visual Arts.
A. Know and use the elements
and principles of art to create
works in the arts and
humanities
B. Recognize, know, use and
demonstrate a variety of
appropriate art elements and
principles to produce, review,
and revise original works in
the arts
C. Integrate and apply
advanced vocabulary to the art
forms
E. Delineate a unifying theme
through the production of a
work of art that reflects skills
in media processes and
techniques
F. Analyze works of arts
influenced by experiences or
historical and cultural events
through production,
performance, or exhibition
G. Analyze works of arts
influenced by experiences or
historical and cultural events
through the production,

Core Concepts (in question format)

Skills/Knowledge

Does the student
comprehend how people have
used art as a form of
communication throughout
time and across cultures?

Activities/Strategies/Study Skills
(identify some activities as remedial or
enrichment activities)

Group interpretations of master
works using traditional
interpretation skills, such as:
observation, integration of
previous knowledge, research,
and interpretation
Teacher presentation of
artworks using symbols, text,
and images to communicate,
for various reasons, using
examples from across cultures
and time

Can the student interpret and
communicate his/her own
opinions and experiences as
visual art?

Weekly and preliminary
project sketchbook
assignments to practice skills
and techniques, and explore
ideas and themes for their
projects

Assessments
(include types and topics)

Class participation
Individual participation and
understanding demonstrated in
both small and large group
discussions – teacher
observation
Student-teacher one-on-one informal critiques on in-progress
work
Student written self-evaluation,
using teacher formed rubrics,
and/or essay prompts
Teacher evaluation of specific
project criteria

These various forms of
evaluation will be based on:

Students create a work of art
that clearly expresses his/ her
own opinions or experiences
based on a particular theme

Overall design quality
(elements and principles)

Students classify each others
pieces into groups based on

Demonstrated skill in a given
media technique
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Core Concepts (in question format)

Skills/Knowledge

performance or exhibition
9.2.12 Historical and Cultural
Contexts
I. Identify, explain and analyze
philosophical beliefs as they
relate to works in the arts
L. Identify, explain and
analyze common themes,
forms and techniques from
works in the arts
9.3.12 Critical Response
B. Determine and apply
criteria to a person’s work and
works of others in the art
F. Analyze the processes of
criticism used to compare the
meanings of a work in the arts
in both it’s own and present
time
9.4.12 Aesthetic Response
A. Evaluate an individual’s
philosophical statement on a
work in the arts and its
relationship to one’s own life
based on knowledge and
experience.
B. Describe and analyze the

Can the student effectively
communicate a current social
or political viewpoint though
visual art?

Can the student arrange and
apply text effectively for both
visual impact and content?

Activities/Strategies/Study Skills
(identify some activities as remedial or
enrichment activities)

content and clarity
Student’s create a design piece
that clearly expresses a
particular social or political
viewpoint, clearly, and with
depth of concept, utilizing
sketchbooks for preliminary
work and revisions

Teacher presentations of
master works that use text
within the image as both
content and visual impact
Students create a fine art piece
applying text within the image
to depict, define, and/or
enhance a given theme

Can the student recognize how
artists use symbols as a form
of visual communication, and
effectively employ symbolism
in his or her own work?

Examine and compare symbol
systems, such as Mayan
petroglyphs, children’s art,
company logos, Egyptian
hieroglyphics

Assessments
(include types and topics)

Effectiveness and clarity in
communication of given idea
in visual format
Effective and creative use of
symbols for both visual design
and communication
Effective and creative use of
text as both a visual
component and it’s contextual
meaning
Quality concept development
Demonstrates in-depth
development and revision
through preliminary and inprogress sketch work
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effects that works in the arts
have on groups, individuals
and the culture
D Analyze and interpret a
philosophical position
identified in works in the arts
and humanities

Core Concepts (in question format)

Skills/Knowledge

Activities/Strategies/Study Skills
(identify some activities as remedial or
enrichment activities)

Create a logo or advertisement
design for a company or
product, utilizing and/or
creating symbols

Assessments
(include types and topics)

